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Abstract
When considering a tool for Engineering License Management, one should consider more than
basic usage reporting and price. LAMUM is the only complete solution for Engineering License
management. OpenLM is very limited, with “cheap” its only real advantage. Don’t get fooled by
a low price, and be convinced that you can get by with limited functionality and support.

Introduction
It is easy to get fooled into thinking that there are products in this world that are really good and really
cheap. It just doesn’t happen that way in life. You usually get what you pay for. And we humans will pay
more for quality and for value. Examples:
- If you own a watch that costs more than $10, you value quality and functionality. You can buy a
Timex for $10 and monitor the time.
- If you own a car worth more than $2000, you value quality and reliability. You can buy a car for
under $2000 that will work, get you someplace.
- I think you get the point
Nature of Engineering softwareEngineering software licenses are company assets. They are not cheap. In fact, engineering software is
very expensive, and can cost $5-10k per seat. Companies can spend hundreds of thousands of dollars,
or even $ millions, on these tools. A general rule is that companies will spend $250k per 100 engineers,
per year. So your annual CAD/CAE budget depends on the # of engineers. This relationship is linear, so
if you have 200 engineers you send about $500k/year. 50 engineers you spend $125k/year, etc. The
costs are very predictable.
LAMUM can save you 15-25% of that cost per year:

So if you can save 20% per year with a tool like LAMUM, why the big worry about cost. Example: if you
have 100 engineers, LAMUM will cost $5k per year, and you will save you $50k per year ($250k x 20%).
That is a huge ROI! No financial manager would question your decision to go with LAMUM.
What functionality do you really need to effectively manage engineering software licenses?
Asset/Inventory ManagementSo if you are going to truly “manage” engineering software licenses, it is probably a good idea to know
what you have, an inventory of licenses, with Vendor name, cost, date acquired, number of seats,
restriction on use, expiration dates, License Use Agreements, Responsible Person,… That might be a
good place to start. LAMUM offers a comprehensive and integrated solution for tracking License details
like this. OpenLM offers nothing in this area.

Contact ManagementIf you have more than just a couple Vendors, you might need a way to keep track of Contacts- name,
Title, phone #, email address, etc. LAMUM allows you to capture and share Contact information for
Vendors: Sales Reps, Technical Support, Managers, Accounts Receivable, as well as internal Sys
Admins, and Persons Responsible for Licenses. OpenLM has nothing in this area.
Tool vs. Feature monitoringIn the world of engineering software, you go to a Vendor and buy products/tools. The Vendor sends you
a License file (typically FlexLM), which contains many features. All usage monitoring tools, including
OpenLM, monitor usage at the feature level. Research suggests that only about 1/2 of those features
really need monitoring to provide useful data for decision making. You don’t need usage data on the other
1/2.!
With LAMUM you can map features to products, and can select only the features you really want to
monitor for that Tool. This will make your reports smaller and more meaningful. With OpenLM you have
no choice but to monitor every feature at every port@host, requiring you to sort through volumes of
unnecessary data to get what you really need. Yes, LAMUM can also monitor every feature at every
port@host if you want to.
Feature NamesLastly, some feature names don’t make any sense, so reporting usage on feature “342” means nothing to
most people. LAMUM offers Feature Name Aliasing, so you report usage for “user-friendly” Feature
names. To our knowledge, OpenLM does not have this capability.
Graph and Table qualityGood quality graphs and Table will make report interpretation easier. LAMUM graphs are colorful, easy
to read and interpret. LAMUM graphs and pie-charts (3D), once generated, are .jpg images which can be
copied, pasted, saved, emails,…. The URL creates the report so you can save the URL as a “Favorite”.
Clicking on that Favorite, creates that report. Common reports on demand!
And, to our knowledge, OpenLM does not offer Concurrency or Heatmap Graphs, or Zero Use or Group
Usage Tables,
Batch ReportsTo our knowledge OpenLM does not offer Batch Reports. LAMUM offers easy to use, Batch Reporting so
any report can be set up as a Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly, or Yearly Batch Report, created automatically,
deliverable either by PDF to a specified Folder, or as email to specified person(s).
Product QualityLAMUM has a new release approx. 2 times a year. TeamEDA does extensive testing so a release has
few if any bugs. OpenLM appears to put out a release 3-4 times a month, leading one to believe that
their product is full of bugs, that there is little testing done before release, and that they leave it up to the
Customer to find and report bugs, which they then try to fix.
With OpenLM you may be required to upgrade monthly. Who wants to do that? Product quality is not
something they value, and maybe it’s because they have made a business of offering cheap untested
product. Again, can they afford the support resources?

SupportI don’t care how cheap the product is, you will need support to get it implemented and if things go wrong
you need to be able to talk to someone. TeamEDA is located in NH. If you call or email for support you
will be working with one of our Developers, in English.
OpenLM support is from Israel, not sure what level of English you will get. And based on the quality
issues raised above, seems like you might have to communicate with Israel quite a bit. You might find
that the only way to reach OpenLM is via email.
TeamEDA has an extensive “Troubleshooting” database. Our support engineers (developers) have
access to this Troubleshooting Database for solutions.
TeamEDA offers a 2 day On-site Implementation Services Package ($2500) to help setup LAMUM,
conduct a Best Practices Workshop, provide User training and processes for managing Engineering
software licenses, and help setup User Dashboards and Batch Reports. OpenLM cannot and will not
provide any on-site support.

What LAMUM reporting provides (a sampling):
-

Check-out/check-in reports based on “selected features” (features that are relevant to the.
Product, and can be used to make Product decisions. Reduces data clutter 50%). Exhibit A
Reporting by user-friendly “Tag” name, which otherwise would be daemon or port@host, which
can be confusing/cryptic. Exhibit B
Concurrency reports (% of checkouts at each concurrency level). Exhibit C
User specific usage reports. Exhibit D
Group specific usage reports. Exhibit E
24x7 Heatmap report (weekly usage patterns) Exhibit F
Feature Aliasing
URL generated reports for casual users (“Favorite” portals with no log-in))
Each graph is a picture (.jpg) which can be copied, saved, pasted into email,…
Every table can be exported into Excel.
Long-checkout Alert and Warning Letter Exhibit G
License key expiration and Contract renewal Alerts
Asset/Inventory management (LAM) Exhibit H
Contact management (LAM)
Compliance assurance (LAM)

User DashboardsLAMUM enables you to create Dashboards for Engineers and/or Managers. Dashboards are one-click
access points to desired Usage reports: Current Checkout Status for important tools, Heatmaps for
visualizing usage patterns, or pertinent documentation. Exhibit I
A Dashboard can be a SharePoint, Word, PDF, Google Doc,….anything that can hold a URL hyperlink.
OpenLM cannot support a Dashboard. .net does not allow URL-based report creation.
Best PracticesTeamEDA worked with several large companies to design LAMUM. LAMUM truly represents state-of-theart, best practices for License Management. In fact, OpenLM is not best practices and offers no such
support. OpenLM only offers a cheap solution for basic usage monitoring. That is their present and their
future. Realistically, how can they be profitable at those low prices? What do they have to invest in R&D
or support?

OpenLM latest selling tactics:
“Cheap”
They will tell you that cheap is good, and they take credit cards. We addressed cheap vs. quality in the
above “Introduction”.
“Idle license harvesting”……
1) This implies that they are monitoring keyboard, mouse and cpu activity. If they are, isn’t that a
little intrusive? Is it a security risk? Is it even legal?
2) If they are suggesting that they will automatically take away a license after a specified time
period, that is very dangerous!! What if the license is actually needed for a crucial project?
With LAMUM you can specify acceptable checkout time lengths, in hours or days. If someone exceeds
the rule, LAMUM will send you (or whomever) an Alert. You can decide what to do. LAMUM can also
send a “Warning Message” to the engineer. We do not take away a license indiscriminately. LAMUM
links to AD/LDAP so you can get information (Name, Title, Location, Org, Email, Phone #,…..) on any
User at any time.
“OpenLM Agents”
OpenLM will tell you that Agents on every License Server, and every User Workstation!, is a good thing.
That it allows for “communication”. In actuality putting 3rd party software/agents on these servers and
Workstations can create IT nightmares, security risks, and could possibly create conflicts with other
software operating on the License Server or Workstation. It is intrusive. It is unnecessary. LAMUM
requires no Agents, no 3rd party software on your License servers or Workstations. We allow
communications fine without them.
Personal risk: Are you willing to take the risk and open up your network, License Servers, and
Workstations to a company in Israel?
“You need to monitor Node-locked licenses”
1. Node-locked licenses are deployed for a reason: you want the engineer to have a local copy for
their use, on-demand. Node-locked licenses are typically inexpensive.
2. There really is no way to monitor usage of node-locked licenses. Usage may depend on cpu
activity. Usage may depend on mouse movement. Usage may depend on keyboard use. Or
Usage may depend on some combination. OpenLM cannot determine the application is in use
simply by monitoring mouse, cpu or keyboard. How could they know if mouse or keyboard
activity is even tied to a specific application. It’s not as simple as is sounds!
3. Any such “Agent”, capable of monitoring keyboard, mouse and cpu, would degrade system
performance. Don’t let OpenLM tell you otherwise!
4. “Big brother is watching” has it’s obvious impllications.
“OpenLM can manage License Checkout rules”
OpenLM cannot control License Access Permissions or Restrictions. Only a “Job Scheduler” or FlexLM
“Option File” can do that. If they are saying you can edit the Option file within OpenLM, that is one thing,
but OpenLM is not managing the Permissions/Restrictions.
In LAMUM you can edit and reread the Option File, set permissions or restrictions, etc. LAMUM offers a
lot more- a complete FlexLM Daemon Manager to deploy/stop/start/and restart daemons, edit License
Files, Options files or Debug Logs. I don’t believe OpenLM has any daemon management capability
other than maybe editing Option files, and that is questionable.

LAMUM architecture vs. OpenLM architecture
LAMUM is based on Java and PHP, a much more flexible framework, allowing URL-based
report generation, and ability to run on Windows, Unix and Linux. OpenLM is based on a.net
framework, which is pure Microsoft. .net is only Windows. OpenLM does not offer a Linux
solution.
In addition, OpenLM agents must be installed on every License Server and every Workstation.
LAMUM does not require that.
False advertisingOpenLM claims to have offices all over the world. The truth is they may have some
“Independent Reps”, but their main location for development and support is Israel.
Website links don’t go anywhere. They want you to believe they are a big company and have a
deep website. They make a lot of false claims about their product and performance.
TeamEDA has been in business for 14 years, profitable and growing, with many large
defense/aerospace Customers. TeamEDA is a US, Veteran-owned business.
OpenLM is a small Israeli company, who seems to cater to small naive companies, where low
price is the #1 consideration. Not sure how long they have been in business, or if they are
profitable. Hard to imagine since they can’t be generating that much revenue.

For more information on TeamEDA or LAMUM, please call
603-656-5200. Free Trial available!
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